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'0 nee, there was no "secular".' This is the opening statement of 

John Milbank's Theology and Social Theory. This book, launched with 

this sentence, is often cited as the beginning of the theological sensibiliiy 

which has since become known as Radical Orthodoxy. During the almost tweniy 

years since the publication of Milbank's groundbreaking work, Radical Ortho

doxy has arguably become the most discussed and provocative tendency in 

Anglophone theology. Given that works in the Radical Orthodoxy genre are often 

ambitious in scope and purpose, engaging with classical, mediaeval, modem 

and late modern thought in order to read theologically the signs of our own 

times, the territory is vast. This introduction will provide an initial overview of 

some key themes before we engage with Radical Orthodoxy face to face. I am 

going to use John Milbank's introductory claim - that 'once, there was no 

"secular"' - as my own starting point. So what does it mean to state that there 

was once no secular, and how is Milbank's opening remark unfolded in a 

theology which claims to be radical and orthodox? 

The invention of the secular 

That we live in a secular socieiy - particularly, but of course by no means 

exclusively, in westem Europe and North America - is often taken for granted. 
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We are very familiar with joumalists telling us that Europe is post-Christian with 

regular church attendance in inexorable decline, while the US, despite having 

by far the highest incidence of religious belief and practice in the West, con

stitutionally separates politics and religion, We might understand a secular 

society as one in which the public realms of politics, business and the law lack 

any reference to God or the transcendent. What residues of religious practice 

and common prayer remain in pOlitics or the public sphere are merely faint 

echoes of a long forgotten world in which belief in God influenced every aspect 

of human living, both public and private.' Religious practice is now thought to 

be confined to a private realm in which people can indulge their personal 

beliefs so long as those beliefs do not infringe on the (publicly defended) rights 

of others. As well as thinking of the secular in terms of the confinement of 

religion and theology to the private sphere of 'personal belief', we might also 

think that the secular refers to a shift in perspective and understanding 

whereby we can answer fundamental questions about nature and humanity with 

no reference to God or any transcendent origin or purpose. 

In A Secular Age, the Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor, in a work which is 

in many ways highly consonant with writings in the Radical Orthodoxy sphere, 

suggests a third way in which we might understand the secular, namely with 

reference to the shift from a situation in which belief in God is the largely 

unchallenged goveming prinCiple of human life and understanding to a situation 

in which belief in God is simply one option amongst many others.2 It becomes 

just another 'world view'. As Taylor points out, this suggests that, despite high 

levels of religious participation, the United States exemplifies the secular: reli

gion becomes a consumer product amongst many others with counUess 'retailers' 

peddling their version of God in a free market. 

In the debate surrounding secularism's origins and identity, most are agreed 

that, even though the seeds were sown centuries ago, it is relatively recent 

in our intellectual history and is part of the birth modernity. In the high med

iaeval period in much of Europe, up to around the turn of the fifteenth century, 

all political and social practices were orientated around Chrtstian feasts and 

fasts, the division of land into ecclesiastical parishes understood primarily as 

communities of prayer, and the rule of a monarch under God.3 There was a 

shared conviction that the social body was ordered in and through the body of 

Christ, the Church. Nature and human society were understood to be bound 

together as creatures befOre God.' Of course, in practice this was no utopia -

the world is, of course, fallen - but it was a society of worship which believed 

that violence and suffering were not the natural state of man (as modern 

political theorists were later to suggest) but an intruSion, and that common 

peace and flourishing were to be sought through hope and partiCipation in 

'divine society'. 
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Historians, sociologists, anthropologists, philosophers and theologians have 

offered countless explanations for the extraordinary shift from what is some

times known as 'the mediaeval consensus' to the modem secular world. One 

of the more straightforward and popular accounts of the demise of the med· 

iaeval consensus and the advent of secular modemity refers to the rise of 

natural science in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. What is this account 

of secular modernity's establishment? To understand it properly, we must return 

to the mediaeval West and the influence of the ancient Greek philosopher 

Aristotle (384-322 Be). 

Following the introduction of his works into the Latin West from the late 

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries (via the Islamic philosophers of northern 

Spain), a version of the philosophy of Aristotle had gradually become dominant 

in Europe. His works formed the basis of the curricula in the new universities, 

and his natural philosophy, refracted through Christian theology, heavily inftu

enced the way people thought about their relations with each other and their 

place in creation. Crucially, however, while Aristotle advocated the observation 

of nature in order to describe its workings, he did not advocate what we now 

call experimental science. Experiments do not involve simply the observation of 

nature; they involve the isolation, control and manipulation of natural process 

in order to measure outcomes. Performing expertments allowed natural philoso

phers (the term 'scientist' came later) such as Galileo to predict and therefore 

manipulate natural processes much more carefully. Coupled with great advan· 

ces in mathematics in the seventeenth century, this gave the first natural sci

entists such as Newton the tools to discover the supposed facts about nature. 

This provokes the characteristically modern sense that human knowledge is 

advancing inexorably as new discovertes are made. The old world of natural 

philOSOphy, Christian practice, the 8ible and theology was being stripped away 

to reveal a more neutral world view which was apparently disinterested, objec

tive and factual. While 'reason' of course had a prominent place in earlier 

thought as a partiCipation in the reason - the logos - of God mediated through 

traditions and social practices, a new understanding of reason was to dom

inate this Enlightenment. This rationality was not particular to any tradition or 

subject matter, but common to all peoples and times.s This reason was to be 

dispaSSionate, standing independent of any cultural or historical influence.s 

So the rise of the secular is understood in terms of the simultaneous retreat 

of religion and theology. This is sometimes referred to as 'desacralization'. 

This means that the question of humanity's (or creation's) ultimate origin and 

purpose is largely sidelined in favour of questions which concern the more 

immediate and immanent workings and functions of human beings and nature. 

Questions about the facts of nature were now divorced from questions of value 

or purpose. 
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This view of the transformation from the mediaeval consensus to the modern 

secular world is so straightforward that we often take it for granted. It is a view 

which sees the secular as the result of clearing away the debris of superstition. 

ritual and tradition which we imagine dominated mediaeval Europe to open new 

possibilities directed by the neutral hand of reason expressed most particularly 

in the natural sciences. The advent of the secular is therefore seen as the 

natural result of the inevitable progress of human knowledge and thinking. 

As Milbank unfolds his opening claim that 'once, there was no secular', we 

see that he rejects this view of the emergence of the secular from the ruins of 

the mediaeval consensus. Why? Milbank argues that the secular is not simply 

that which is left behind once we have rid ourselves of religion and theology. 

The secular is not a neutral, dispassionate or objective view of ourselves and 

the world; it had to be created as a positive ideology. The secular view holds ita 

own assumptions and prejudices concerning human society and nature which 

are no more objective or justifiable than those of the ancient and mediaeval 

philosophers and theologians. 

The secular as a domain had to be instituted or imagined, both in 

theoty and in practice. This institution is not correctly grasped in 

merely negative terms as a desacralization. It belongs to the received 

wisdom of sociology to interpret Christianity as itself an agent of 

sacralization, yet this thesis is totally bound up with the one-sided 

negativity of the notion of desacralizing; a metaphor of the removal of 

the superfluous and additional to leave a residue of the human, the 

natural and the self-sufficient.' 

So Milbank's crucial point is that the secular is not simply the rolling back of a 

theological consensus to reveal a neutral territoty where we all become equal 

players, but the replacement of a certain view of God and creation with a dif

ferent view which still makes theological claims, that is, claims about origins, 

purpose and transcendence. The problem is that this 'mock-theology' or 

'pseudo-theology' is bad theology. Secularism is, quite literally, a Christian 

heresy - an ideological distortion of theology. 

So we have a different picture: in the vacuum created by the confinement of 

God to the margins of human society and self-understanding in the period we 

call 'modernity' or 'the Enlightenment', something would enter to fill the void as 

a new theology in disguise. In other words, there would be some kind of trans

cendent principle or overarching narrative framework for understanding natural 

and cultural processes which would replace the mediaeval consensus. Mil

bank's key focus is on power as that which becomes the governing prinCiple of 

modern thought. 8 The forces of nature and the forces of society - whether in 
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the hands of a Newtonian, Darwinian, Nietzschean, Marxist or capitalist - are 

now understood as governed by competing clairns to, or expressions of, power. 

To the extent that God was residually present in the new modern discourses of 

the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, he was now an agent of 

power amongst other agents, albeit one with a newly conceived absolute power 

(potentia absoJuta) which he could wilfully wield as a supplement to his ordinaty 

power (potentia ordinata), this latter being, as it were, for evetyday use.9 

To refer to power is, however, only part of the stoty. Of course, pre-modern 

thought was much concerned with political and cosmic power. For Milbank, what 

changes in secular modemity is the context in which theories of power are articu

lated. Whereas the Chriatian theological understanding of creation understood 

peace to be 'ontologically basic' in expression of the eternal peaceful differ

ence in the Trinity, now society and nature are understood to be characterized by 

an essential violence which must be controlled and tamed by the exercise of 

power. Creation comes to be seen as primordially or originally violent. 

Christianity, however, recognizes no original violence. It construes the 

infinite not as chaos, but as a hamnonic peace which is yet beyond the 

circumscribing power of any totalizing reason. Peace no longer depends 

on the reduction to the self-identical, but is the sociality of harmonious 

difference. Violence, by contrast, is always a secondaty willed intrusion 

upon this possible infinite order (which is actual for God).'° 

Of course it is the case that the mediaeval world knew much of violence and 

conflict, but, particularly following St Augustine of Hippo (AD 354-430), these 

were understood as intrusions into a created order in which peace is ontologically 

basic. Proper society was one which reflected such primordial peace. By con

trast, in modem thought violence and conflict are seen to be basic characteristics 

of society and nature which we tame by the competitive exercise of power and 

the reduction of all differences to unifomnity. God becomes just another agent 

of power - albeit a vety powerful agent - in the project of enforcing peace. 

An important concept which arises in the short quotation from Milbank above 

is 'difference' H This reflects vety clearly the character of Neoplatonic under

standings of the order of the Church, society and cosmos Which have heavily 

influenced Radical Orthodoxy's diagnosis of the character of modernity. For 

those prior to modernity who write in the broad tradition of Christian theology 

influenced by Neoplatonic thought, cosmos, Church and society are understood 

to be composed of a hierarchy of harmonious differences of natures, talents, 

characters, wills, desires and so on. This tradition receives perhaps its most 

influential expression in the works of the eastern Christian mystic Dionysius 

the Pseudo-Areopogite (C.AD 500), The Celestial Hierarchy and The Ecclesiastical 
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Hierarchy.12 For Nicholas of Cusa (1401-64), who is perhaps the last mediae

val representative of Christian Neoplatonism, hierarchy was crucial because it 

embodied the difference of talents, skills, characters and so on, which should 

compose any body whose parts are mutually enhancing, whether it be the body 

of Christ (following the imagery given to us by St Paul in, for example. Romans 

12.5 and 1 Corinthians 12.12-27), the social and political body, or the whole 

cosmic hierarchy. Within the hierarchical social or ecclesial body, an individual 

found a role, place and identity and, as such, was set free to be a particular 

person within a social or ecclesial whole. One's personal identity was under

stood more as a gift than a matter of the invention of the individual will. Simi

larly, within the cosmic hierarchy creatures find a place and identity. Each of 

these hierarchical unities was, crucially, more than the sum of its parts and 

just as real as any particular member of the whole. The identity of any indivi

dual member of the hierarchy was constituted in relation to other members. 

The celestial body was understood to be a real whole - genuinely a uni-verse, 

rather than simply a collection of individual things. 

But every concordance is made up of differences. And the less oppo

sition there is among these differences, the greater the concordance 

and the longer the life. And therefore life is everlasting where there is 

no opposition [that is, etemal peace]. On this basis you can perceive 

the basic principles of the most holy Trinity and Unity because it is 

a unity in trinity and a trinity in unity, and there is no opposition 

intemally since whatever the Father is, so also are the Son and the 

Holy SpiritB 

Moreover, the ecclesial, social or cosmic hierarchies are not to be understood 

as 'top-down' with the those at the top distant from those at the bottom. God 

was understood by Nicholas of Cusa to be equally present to every point in the 

hierarchy: 'Thus one God is all things in all things.'14 We also tend to think of 

hierarchy as necessarily authoritarian and the embodiment of inequality. In the 

end, for a thinker such as Cusa there was only one fundamental. irreducible 

difference within the hierarchy, namely that between God and creation. How

ever structured, authoritarian or differentiated the cosmic, social or ecclesial hier

archies might be, all are united as creatures before God. Humanity, as uniquely 

created in the imago dei, enjoys a collective equality before God. Moreover, for 

Cusa the more complex a hierarchy the more it contains within itself checks 

and balances in relation to power. Different parts of the political, ecclesial or 

cosmic body balance each other and ensure a measure of equality. To the extent 

that hierarchies become Simple and 'flat', the opportunity for the accumulation 

and abuse of power in just one part of the hierarchy duly emerges. 
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In the modern period, difference - the difference between natures, cuitures, 

viewpoints, desires, interests, skills, genders, wills and so on - came to be 

understood as harbouring the seeds not of mutually enhancing and harmonious 

unity, but of conflict. Difference could be regarded as the engine of friction, the 

source of envy, resentment and disagreement. This led to what is sometimes 

referred to as the 'flattening' tendency of modemity, namely the desire to era

dicate difference in favour of homogeneity and uniformity. The metaphor of 

'flattening' is a deliberate contrast with the hierarchical and differentiated 

understanding of the Church, society and cosmos which dominated ancient 

thought and the mediaeval consensus. 

An example of the flattening tendency of modemity in contemporary capitalist 

politics comes in the form of individualism which does not recognize society as 

anything more than a construct, or a haphazard, functional and incidental con

glomeration of individuals. This view of the dominance of the individual is often 

traced to the rise of nominalism in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century philosophy 

and political theory and it is the distant source of the individualism which is so 

often bemoaned in our culture today. Nominalism is the view that universals 

(such as 'society') are not real entities, but only the names for collections of 

individuals. Nominalism therefore suggests that 'society' is not real; there are 

only individuals who happen to coalesce in certain contingent ways which are not 

essential to the nature and identity of those individuals. However, such indivi

duals, who harbour different desires. needs, skills and the like, in pursuing 

their own self-interest which is not linked in any necessary way to the collective 

interest (because the collective - society - is not real), are always subject to 

violence and conflict insofar as those interests are mutually contradictory. So 

'society' must be manufactured and, as William Cavanaugh argues, this is 

what occurs in the birth of the nation state in early modemity.15 Social contracts 

are established whereby individuals give over to the central State or the monarch 

the means of violence and coercion (military and legal protection, the police) in 

exchange for the State's guarantee of the safety and rights of individuals. At its 

most minimal (and the politics of the right espouses above all things the rolling 

back of government), the State therefore exists to manage conflict between 

that which is most essential to human identity, namely the individual. 

The tendency to see 'difference' as more a source of violence than the basis 

of collective peace can also be seen in the programmatic culture of early 

modem science. If reason indeed stood over and above the mediations of his

tory, culture or other circumstances, and was in principle straightforwardly 

accessible, then in principle approaches to truth, including the truths of nature, 

should be more univocal and uniform. So the culture of early modern science is 

at once concerned at any sense of contestable truths (matters of fact should 

be incontrovertible) while at the same time anxious to form social practices 
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which minimize any potential source of disagreement, or at least manage its 

occasional appearance. Put simply, if what we mean by 'reason' and 'truth' 

does not depend on one's particular perspective, circumstances, background 

or history, but is a matter of objective and dispassionate indifference, dis

agreement simply should not arise. Thus Isaac Newton, David Hume and other 

key figures of the British Enlightenment were notorious for their abhorrence of 

disagreement. A culture of 'civility' arose in the form of a code of practice for 

the manufacture of matters of scientific fact which was designed to minimize 

the effects of 'difference'. The result was an intellectual culture which admitted 

to its membership only those of very particular social backgrounds, training 

and persuasion. Writing of the controversy between the seventeenth-century 

philosopher and political theorist Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and the nat

ural philosopher Robert Boyle (1627-91), Stephen Shapin and Simon Schaffer 

comment that 'Managed dissent within the moral community of experi

mentalists was safe. Uncontrollable divisiveness and civil war followed from 

any other course."6 

Hobbes is perhaps the clearest example of a political theorists who under

stands violent conflict to emerge from a differentiated social body. In his great 

work Leviathan, published in 1651, Hobbes is struck by the natural state of 

confiict and self-interest which pertains between individualsP He calls this the 

'state of nature'. Hobbes does not mean that we are naturally selfish and lack 

any degree of altruism. His point is that, without government, there is no 

reason to act in any way other than to preserve one's own self-interest, most 

probably by violence. How, then, does one avoid the confiictual 'state of nature'? 

Hobbes argues that the only rational approach is to establish a social contract in 

which law (the courts) and violence (the armed forces) - the tools of protection

are handed over to a central, sovereign power, whether it be a monarch or 

government. That sovereign authority promises to keep peace through coercion 

in the form of law and punishment. Social relations are now mediated through 

politics, the law and economics, all made possible by the contract with the cen

tral, sovereign power. Religion becomes an entirely private matter and, indeed, 

the Church becomes a departrrent of state and subject to the regulative and 

jurisdictional power of the sovereign. Leviathan swallows the Church. 

Whether in the theological, political or natural scientific spheres, the modern 

period therefore regards 'difference' as pOlitically and socially dangerous. It is 

the harbinger of violence and conflict, hence the need to 'flatten' difference. 

Milbank contrasts this modern opposition to difference with the theological 

understanding of creation as based on a supreme and peaceful harmony which 

is difference itself - namely the Trinity. Here we see an infinite and eternal dif

ference which, because it is difference, is also harmonious unity (rather just a 

monadic 'thing'). In being an effect of this eternal harmonious unity, creation 
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also exhibits a unity-in-difference, albeit faintly and analogously. In Milbank's 

work this leads to a critique of those modern forms of social thought which 

seek the fiattening of difference and the violent imposition of peace under

stood as nominalistic uniformity. Difference is ontologically basic within crea

tion and the character of the harmonious good. This is seen particularly in the 

visible realm in the differentiated body of the Church, the blend of harmonious 

gifts into a whole which is as real as its individual members. 

In asserting the ontological priority of peace rather than violence, it is 

important to recognize the extent to which Milbank and those who have written 

under the Radical Orthodoxy banner are at this point reasserting an ancient doc

trine of creation which is at once shared with the Jewish and Islamic traditions: 

first, that God creates ex nihilo, and secondly that evil has no positive foothold 

in being, but is rather the privation of the Good. Why are these important? 

In his cosmological treatise Timaeus, Plato expounds a creation myth in 

which a demiurge orders a pre-existent chaos according to the eternal pattern 

of the Forms. Plato's successor Aristotle claimed that the cosmos is of ever

lasting time, and involves the bringing of order from chaos by means of desire 

for a final good. This ancient Greek cosmology, which had a huge infiuence on 

the later Christian doctrine of creation, nevertheless differed in one crucial 

respect from Judeo-Christian (and later Islamic) understandings of God's crea

tive act: for the latter tradition, God creates from nothing. In other words, God 

does not have to master a pre-existent chaos. There is no primordial assertion 

of power or will by the divine. Unlike our acts of 'making', God is not con

strained by any prEHlxistent material, and there is no 'before' and 'after' to 

God's creation (for God creates the 'before' and 'after' of time itself). The act 

of creation is a pure donation in expression of the infinite gratuity of God. It is 

therefore not an act of violent imposition upon a pre-existent chaos, but an act 

of pure peaceful donation. Within the theological tradition, the doctrine of 

creation ex nihilo is developed first as a doctrine of God: creation is an 

expression of God's sovereign, peaceful freedom. For the Christian tradition, 

the difference between God and creation inscribes the difference which lies at 

the heart of being itself, namely the Trinity.'· 

Parallel to the view of creation ex nihilo is the clearly Platonic and Augusti

nian notion that what is ontologically primary is the Good.'• Evil is not some

thing in itself, but only the absence of the Good, just as darkness is not 

something in itself, but merely the absence of light. St Augustine rejected the 

Gnostic and Manichean cosmology which understood good and evil to be on a 

kind of ontic plane of reality competing for power.20 So any dualism of good 

and evil is rejected. It must be stressed that this is not a view of how we 

experience evil. Certainly we experience evil as powerful and real. It is, rather, a 

metaphysical view which recognizes that, before there can be evil, there must 
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be the Good. This is to say that evil is entirely parasitic on the Good; it is a 

lack, or absence, of the Good, and therefore it is not something in itself. A 

chemical weapons silo, for example, is privative for it represents the absence 

of that which is primordial, intelligible, abiding and therefore real: true sociality 

and peaceableness. 

Radical Orthodoxy contends that the Platonic-Augustinian doctrine of the 

primacy of the Good is replaced in modernity with a view that evil and violence 

are somehow primordial and have a share in reality.2" In other words, evil is 

reified; it is turned into something alongside the Good. To the extent that this 

view of creation was already present in the ancient world in the form of a 

Gnostic and Manichean cosmology rejected by the ancient Church under the 

heavy influence of Augustine and the Platonic tradition, then modernity and 

secularism do not look quite so new. However, the Church was able to resist 

the tendency to think that evil is something, or that the cosmos features a 

fundamental duality of good and evil. How was it able to do so, and what 

changed so that our understanding of creation and our place therein became 

so focussed on violence and power in the form of a pseudo-theology? It is Radi· 

cal Orthodoxy's contention that the shift in understanding is first and foremost 

theological; it is a change in the doctrine of God. 

This leads us directly to one of Radical Orthodoxy's most important ques

tions. If God had to be pushed to one side in order to be replaced by a funda· 

mentally different and pseudo-theological understanding of human society and 

nature, how did this happen? What changed in our understanding of God such 

that God could be marginalized in our thoughts and practices? Those who have 

written under the banner of Radical Orthodoxy argue, along with many other 

twentieth·century theologians and philosophers, that it is theological shifts in 

late mediaeval thought which paved the way for the rise of the secular. In order 

to understand how this happened, we need to examine the understanding of 

God which was prevalent some time before the rise of the secular. So prior to 

the rise of modernity, prior to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, how did 

Christian theologians understand God, and how did that understanding form 

the core of the mediaeval view of the world? This is a trickY question, but 

answering it will bring into focus two of Radical Orthodoxy's key concepts: 

analogy and participation. I am going to shift perspective from the broad and 

sweeping description of Milbank's argument above to the much more detailed 

examination of a key text from the mediaeval theologian who has, more than 

any other, influenced Radical Orthodoxy, namely St Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-

1274/5). We will look first at what Aquinas has to say about the way in which 

we speak about God before we consider the way in which we understand crea

tion's relation to God. As we will see, it is the change in the doctrine of God 

that later opens the space for the rise of the secular. 
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Analogy and participation 

It is not at all obvious that we are able to speak of God. Why? Because our 

words are orientated towards finite things - the natural world, human beings 

and so on - and using those same words to refer to the infinity of God would 

surely stretch them beyond breaking pOint. Whenever we speak about God we 

would seem to use words more properly suited to creatures. Such speech must 

surely be Mile, for God infinitely exceeds any thought or conception we might 

have of him. Yet we do speak about God, whether in schools, universities, 

seminaries or the liturgy of the Church. This observation - that we apparently 

cannot speak of God and yet we do speak of God - is the beginning of St 

Thomas Aquinas's consideration of theological language and the naming of 

God towards the beginning of his great Summa Theologiae (la.13) written in 

the 1260s. How, for Aquinas, can we speak of God? In answering this question, 

Aquinas is not providing us with a theory of language which we might then deploy 

in speaking about God. Rather, he is beginning with some comments about how 

we happily get on with the business of speaking about God in prayer and worship. 

There is one crucial observation which Aquinas makes prior to his con

sideration of theological language and it is important that we are aware of this 

context. However we speak of God, we must use words which we more com

monly associate with finite creation. As Aquinas says, we name God from 

creatures. We are permitted to do this because of a principle which Aquinas 

accepts from Neoplatonism: effects resemble their causes. What does this 

mean? Think of a cause-Bffect relation, say a potter (cause) who makes a pot 

(effect). Does Aquinas mean that pots look like potters? Obviously not. He only 

wishes to say that any effect will express something of the character or 'style' 

of its cause. So a pot reflects the potter's skill, intention, imagination and 

creativity. In a somewhat similar sense (although of course qualifications 

apply22), because God is the cause of creation, creation will express something 

of the character of God, however faintly or tangentially. This is the basis on 

which we name God from creatures. At a more pragmatiC level, Aquinas simply 

wishes to note that, when we speak of God, we use words which are more 

readily used of creatures. We know what it means to call a dog or a recipe 

'good'; we should not be so quick to think that we can identity or define divine 

goodness, because such goodness is infinite and of a wholly different order. In 

order to identify what we mean by 'a good dog' or 'a good recipe', we must 

know what kind of thing a dog or a recipe is, for they exemplify goodness in 

different ways according to their natures. However, we do not know what God 

is, for God is not a type of thing. God is not just one amongst others, classifi

able under genus or species. Yet because GOd is the cause of creation, creation 

will express something of its divine origin. 
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One of the most obvious ways in which we speak of God is figuratively or 

metaphorically. The Bible is replete with metaphorical speech about God, for 

example when we say that 'God is my rock'. We might understand metaphor in 

a number of ways, but most generally it should be observed that metaphors are 

literally false (God is not literally a rock). Yet they certainly carry a weight of 

truth which we would struggle to express in purely literal speech23 Metapho

rical speech, in already being somewhat indirect and tentative, does not seem 

to present us with such an acute problem when used to refer to God for there 

is no pretence to be speaking literally or directly. Yet we clearly speak of God 

using more than metaphor. It is surely not straightfolWardly metaphorical to call 

God 'good' or 'wise'. So how else might we speak of God? 

There are two ways of speaking of God which Aquinas dismisses for a 

number of reasons. The first suggests that, when we make statements such as 

'God is good', what we mean is simply that God is the cause of goodness. In 

other words, God is good because he causes goodness in others. This, how· 

ever, is problematic: God is also the cause of bodies, yet God is not a body. 

Also, in claiming that 'God is good' means only that 'God causes goodness', 

the implication is that goodness belongs primarily to creatures, and only sec· 

ondarily to God as the cause of that goodness. Aquinas avoids this approach 

because he wishes to maintain that goodness belongs primarily to God. Alter· 

natively, we might think that when we speak of God we do so negatively. So 

when we say God is good we are not suggesting that we have any positive 

purchase on what it is for God to be good; we are merely saying that 'God is 

not evil'. Broadly speaking, this is the basis of what is sometimes known as 

'negative' or 'apophatic' theology. At one level, Aquinas is deeply attracted to 

this tradition which refers to God not by a process of positive ascription, but by 

negating our conception of God due to its infinite inadequacy. However, Aqui· 

nas's reason for not opting wholeheartedly for the so·called via negativa is 

that in some instances we do speak of God positively, and we apparently mean 

what we say. So how might we best make sense of this positive speech 

about God? 

Pursuing this question, Aquinas begins by pointing out that the words that 

we use of God might be deployed equivocally or univocally. When we 'equivo· 

cate', we use what is apparently the same word but in utterly unrelated ways. 

For example, we might refer to 'river bank' and 'high street bank', thus using 

the word 'bank' equivocally to the point where we might wonder whether we 

are, in any meaningful sense, using the same word. When we use words 'uni· 

vocally' - literally 'with one voice' - the use is identical. For example, we might 

refer to 'John's wisdom' and 'Peter's wisdom', using the word 'wisdom' uni· 

vocally. For Aquinas, when we speak of God we do not equivocate, but neither 

do we speak univocally. When we say 'God is good' and 'Samuel is good' we 
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are using the word 'good' neither equivocally (in completely different senses) 

nor univocally (in identical senses). We are not speaking univocally because 

what it means for God to be good is not what it means for Samuel to be good, 

even though Samuel's goodness might be an expression of, or a faint reflection 

of, divine goodness. Does this suggest that there is an intennediate path 

between equivocation and univocation? 

That middle path is known as analogy.24 When we speak of God, we do so 

analogically. What does this mean? There are numerous theories of analogy 

which might meet Aquinas'S needs in describing the way in which we speak of 

God, but we will consider those two which seem to have been most prominent 

in thirteenth century thought The first is known as 'analogy of proper propor· 

tion'. On this view, when we speak analogically we do so in tenns of two ratios 

or proportions. Thus we might say that 'as sight is to the body, so is the intel

lect to the soul'. This is a comparison of two relations (sight to body and intellect 

to soul) and might be expressed in tenns of a mathematical proportion. For 

example, we might say that 'as 3 is to 2, so 6 is to 4'. 

Is this satisfactory? No, and for two important reasons. First, if God is infi

nite, he cannot be subject to any meaningful ratio or proportion (as Nicholas of 

Cusa, the last representative of the Neoplatonic mediaeval consensus, made 

clear in the fifteenth century). Moreover, if God is to be subject to a proportion 

which can be compared to a proportion between two created things, this 

implies that God is essentially like creatures, only infinitely bigger. As we will 

see shortly, this presents serious problems. The second reason why analogy of 

proportion is problematic is because it seems to deal in identities or tautolo

gies. In terms of the mathematical proportion mentioned above, 3 divided by 2 

simply is 6 divided by 4. We appear to be saying the same thing twice rather 

than placing two different relations together in a revealing way.25 

Although Aquinas does seem to discuss analogy of proper proportion in the 

Summa Theologiae, he clearly opts for what might better be described as ana

logy of attribution.26 How does this differ from analogy of proper proportion? 

Imagine that you eat wholegrain bread for breakfast. We might call such bread 

'healthy'. It is not, however, healthy in itself; it is called healthy by virtue of its 

relation to you because it makes you healthy. There is thus an analogy between 

healthy bread and a healthy human being. A human being is healthy in himself 

or herself, and health is attributed to the bread because it makes the human 

being healthy. The bread is not healthy in itself, but only by virtue of its relation 

to the person who eats it. Likewise, we might talk of a 'healthy complexion'. 

This is not healthy in itself, but is a sign of healthiness in someone. Similarly, 

we say that God is good in himself. I am good not in myself, but by virtue of my 

relation to God, for God enables me to be good and, in being a creature of God, 

I am a sign of God's goodness. Aquinas would say that the principal focus of 
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the term 'good' is God, and all other things are analogously referred to as 

'good' by virtue of their relation to this principal focus. 

This way of using words lies somewhere between pure equivocation 

and simple univocITy, for the word is neither used in the same sense, 

as with univocal usage, nor in totally different senses, as with equivo

cation. The several senses of a word used analogically signify different 

relations to some one thing (diversas proportiones ad aliquid unum), 

as 'health' in a complexion means a symptom of health in a man, and 

in a diet means a cause of that health.27 

There is, therefore, an analogy between my goodness and God's goodness 

whereby goodness is attributed to me by virtue of my relation to God.28 It is not 

the case that goodness is attributed to me simply because God causes my 

goodness (Aquinas has already rejected this view), but rather because my 

goodness is a sign of God's goodness. In my goodness one somehow sees, 

albeit faintly and through a sign, divine goodness. Put another way, we might 

say that the question is not 'Is God good?', but rather 'In what sense, if at all, 

can I be called good?' 

When we say he [God] is good or wise we do not simply mean that he 

causes wisdom or goodness, but that he possesses these perfections 

transcendently. We conclude, therefore, that from the point of view of 

what the word means it is used primarily of God and derivatively of 

creatures, for what the word means - the perfection it signifies - fiows 

from God to the creature29 

Aquinas is here stating that perfection terms - such as good, wise, living - are 

predicated primarily of God and secondarily of creatures. In other words, God is 

these perfections in himself. We have these perfections attributed to us by 

virtue of our relation to God. 

For Aquinas, the matter does not end here. God also exists in himself. God 

is said to be Simple, meaning that it is of his essence to exist. Whereas crea

tures are composed of many aspects or parts which we might or might not 

possess (and are therefore 'complex'), God is not composed in this way; God is 

his goodness, wisdom and so on. God is existence itself. We only have exis

tence attributed to us by virtue of our relation to God as creator. Just as bread 

is not healthy in itself, neither do I exist in myself (I might, after all, not exist). 

Put another way, we might say that, in creatures, there is a real distinction 

between essence (what things are) and existence (that things are). So even 

existence, or 'being', is analogical in the sense that creaturely existence is due 
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to a relation with the source of being itself, namely God. This is the basis of what 

later became known as the analogia entis, or the analogy of being. On this view, 

we only exist or have being by virtue of a relation with being itself, namely God. 

However, analogy of attribution does present potential problems. On this 

view, only God exists in himself. To put the matter in Aristotelian terms, God is 

the only real substance.3o All other existents - all creatures - are merely acci

dental or only exist in a secondary sense. This seems to imply something like 

pantheism. Pantheism is often identified as the theological view that the uni

verse is 'God's body'. More generally, we can identify pantheism as the view 

that there is only God and that creation is not 'real' in any meaningful sense in 

itself. So as well as pantheism being associated with the view that the uni

verse is 'God's body', it might also be associated with the view known as 

theological idealism, namely the idea that creation exists only and exclusively 

as an idea in the mind of God. No matter how we look at it, because analogy of 

attribution suggests that creation does not exist in itself, it seems that we are 

forced to concede that there is only God. Creation is a chimera, just a dream. 

That would be pantheism. 

It is at this point that John Milbank, Catherine Pickstock and many others, 

following various Platonic and Neoplatonic readings of Aquinas, point to the 

crucial piece of the jigsaw which will complete the high mediaeval view of God 

and the concept which many see as lying at the heart of Radical Orthodoxy; the 

metaphysiCS of participation. The notion of 'partiCipation' extends back to Plato 

and is no doubt crucial to Aquinas'S view of creation's analogical relation to 

God. Following Aquinas, Milbank and Pickstock claim that there are still sub

stantial entities in creation, but only insofar as they participate in the gratuity of 

God's gift of being. God bestows upon creation a finite participation in his own 

substantialITy. In other words, creation does not have an existence by virtue of 

itself, but only and always because of the gratuITy of God. The radical implica

tion of this view of participation is that creation has no autonomous existence. 

Creation does not stand alongside God as another focus of being or existence, 

neither does it lie 'outside' God. When God creates the universe, there is not 

one 'thing' (God) and then, suddenly, two 'things' (God + creation). 

Creatures, for Aquinas, beneath the level of pattems of granted relative 

necessity and subsistence, are radically accidental. But not thereby, of 

course, accidents of the divine substance; rather they subsist by par

ticipation in it.3� 

In Platonic thought, the concept of participation is used to describe the rela

tionship between the visible realm of becoming and the realm of being repre

sented by the Forms. The former participates in the latter and has no 
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autonomous existence outside this relationship, hence Radical Orthodoxy's 

emphasis on participation yields a non-dualistic reading of Platonic thought.32 

The visible realm of becoming does not stand alongside or in juxtaposition to 

the Forms in a way that might imply two foci of existence or being (dualism). 

Rather, the realm of the Fonms and the realm of becoming are 'interwoven' in 

such a way that the visible, created realm which we inhabit perpetually 'bor· 

rows' existence from the Forms (and ultimately the Form of the Good) which are 

more real, eternal and stable. Plato uses many words to describe this rela· 

tionship; mixis (mixture), symploke (interweaving), koinonia (coupling), mimesis 

(copying), methexis (participation). All of these preclude any sense that the 

realm of becoming is autonomous. 

Along with a number of other commentators, including recently Rudi te Velde 

and Fran O'Rourke, Milbank and Pickstock see a Neoplatonic participatOlY 

ontology at the heart not only of Aquinas'S writing on language, but of his whole 

theology. 33 This is not, however, a straightforward recapitulation of Plato's 

scheme. Christian theology introduces the notion of creation as a gift of grace. 

At every moment, creation is ex nihilo, 'from nothing'. Its existence is a con

tinuous and gratuitous divine donation in the form of an 'improper' participation 

in God's own substantiality. This participation is improper in the simple sense 

that it is not proper to creation. In other words, there is no sense in which 

creation has a self-subsistent 'right' to existence; at all times, creation 'is' only 

because of the gratuity of God. 

Participation therefore avoids what might otherwise be a risk in under

standing creation's relation to God through analogy of attribution, namely the 

pantheistic view that the only really subsisting thing is God. Participation 

asserts that creation is real, but it also asserts that creation's reality is not 

autonomous, but is a constantiy arriving gracious gift of self-subsistent being, 

namely God. Creation is not simply a 'given'; it is 'gift'. A corollary of this is 

that creation ex nihilo does not refer to some kind of primordial temporal 

instant where God simply willed everything into being and stood aside. At every 

moment, creation is ex nihilo.34 

The view that there are not two foci of being, and that creation has no self

subsisting autonomy but only exists by God's gift of participation in his own 

substantiality, is echoed in various ways throughout the corpus of Radical 

Orthodoxy writings. This doctrine of God and creation even govems the properly 

theological understanding of the relationship between human discourses such 

as theology, philosophy and the sciences. 

Participation, however, refuses any reserve of created territory, while 

allowing finite things their own integrity. Underpinning the present 

essays [in the collection Radical Orthodoxy], therefore, is the idea that 
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every discipline must be framed by a theological perspective; otherwise 

these disciplines will define a zone apart from God, grounded literally 

in nothing.35 

How can this be so? Let us begin with theology whose subject matter is God 

and all things in relation to God. In so far as everything is fundamentally 

related to God (according to the metaphysics of participation, nothing created 

is wholly autonomous or self-standing), we might follow Aquinas and stipulate 

that theology therefore has no specifiC subject matter because nothing is 

autonomous from God.36 Theology could be about anything, because every

thing is fundamentally relsted to God. We could not even say that theology's 

subject matter is 'revelation' because revelation is not itself bounded. Until 

the advent of modem theology, revelation is not understood as a discrete 

'thing' or a packet of information; creation itself is revelatory of God.37 So in a 

moment of apparently outrageous tementy, we might even say that theology 

'tries to say something about everything', for everything is related to the 

divine. 

In contrast to theology, other discourses do have clearly delineated and 

mutually exclusive subject matters. History deals with the past, the natural 

sciences with nature, medicine with the naturalized human body, psychology 

with behaviour and emotion, and so on. We might say that these discourses 

try, however improbably, 'to say everything about something'. Because the 

Christian doctrine of creation, expressed in tenms of participation, stipulates 

that the subject matters of such discourses, because they are aspects of 

creation, are not autonomous from God, so neither can these discourses be 

autonomous from that discourse which pertains to God, namely theology. In 

other words, human discourses have to attend to the realization that their 

subject matters point beyond themselves to the transcendent. In so far as the 

subject matters of non-theological discourses are fundamentally related to God 

the creator, so those non-theological subject matters will be related to theology 

itself. The nature of that relation would require very careful and sophisticated 

articulation, but the central point for Radical Orthodoxy is that no discourse 

which seeks truth can count itself as wholly autonomous from issues of trans

cendent ongin and purpose - that is, the issues of theology. However, this is 

most certainly not to suggest that other discourses are thereby collapsed into 

theology any more than it is to suggest that, within the framework of participa

tion, creation collapses into God. We might even say that, in some sense, all 

human discourses 'participate' in theology by attending to the fundamentally 

created nature of their subject matters. Just as the metaphysics of participa

tion pOints to the proper existence of creation which yet owes its created being 

at every moment to that which is being itself (God), so too the peculiar 
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character of non-theological discourses must be maintained while denying that 

those discourses are self-standing and autonomous from, or indifferent to, 

theological considerations. 

It is to this that Milbank refers when he makes the very provocative and now 

oft-quoted claim that 

If theology no longer seeks to position, qualify or criticize other dis

courses, then it is inevitable that these discourses will position theology: 

for the necessity of an ultimate organizing logic [that is, a '(pseudo-) 

theology' of some kind] . . .  cannot be wished away 38 

It is also the basis for Radical Orthodoxy's refusal to admit the autonomy of 

any discourse, including philosophy, from theology.39 Again, it is not the case 

that Radical Orthodoxy has thereby turned everything into theology under dif

ferent guises. The refusal of the language of autonomy is instead the refusal of 

the possibility of indifference to the transcendent. In other words, it is the 

refusal of the idea that God is in any way irrelevant to the tnuth of anything. 

The intimate relationship between theology and other discourses also mir

rors Radical Orthodoxy's claim that faith and reason are inextricably inter

twined, and that at no point does one enter a realm of faith having kicked away 

the ladder of reason. Why? Because having maintained that one cannot be 

indifferent to the transcendent - to God - one must equally maintain that one 

cannot be indifferent to immanence and our created nature to which belongs 

the reason that is peculiar to our nature. In other words, we do not see with a 

'God's eye' perspective as the privileged recipients of a self-contained revela

tion accessed by an autonomous faith, but rather always understand from the 

perspective of reasoning created beings. Thus theology does not sit in pristine 

isolation from other human discourses, particularly and most obviously that to 

which it is most clearly related owing to the breadth of its subject matter, 

namely philosophy. The consequence of this view of the nature of theology is 

its constant and critical engagement with other disciplines. This is why Radical 

Orthodoxy, from its inception, has seemed to be a very ambitious sensibility 

which deals critically and theologically with an often bewildering array of sub

jects. It is also why Radical Orthodoxy often does theology 'tangentially' by 

discussing topics well outside those traditionally thought of as 'theological', 

from economics to physics to the body. 

It is Radical Orthodoxy's contention, however, that in its peculiarly modern 

guise theology has become just another discipline alongside others. On the 

one hand, neo-orthodox and conservative theologies (exemplified by the early 

Barth) have tended to shore up theology's identity and legitimacy by defining a 

peculiar subject matter, usually revelation. On the other hand, liberal theologies 
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have tended to dissolve theology into apparently more fundamental disciplines 

in such a way that theology becomes merely the religious dimension of history, 

natural science, anthropology, sociology or philosophy. This is part of what Mil

bank calls theology's 'false humility' whereby it attempts to take its place 

alongside other disciplines and discourses, thus leaving behind a vacuum which 

is filled by the pseudo-theology of power and violence. This is the invention of 

the secular. 

How did we move from an analogical participatory doctrine of creation in 

which there was no secular space - no arena devoid of reference to the 

divine - to a situation in which theology and religion are the marginal preserve 

of the credulous and weak-minded, and the pseudo-theology of secular late 

modernity, with all its attendant arbitrary assumptions, holds sway? It is Radi

cal Orthodoxy's contention that the beginnings of this shift are to be found in 

the forgetting of participation in the late Middle Ages and the rise of the view 

that there are two foci of existence sharing a common being. In other wordS, 

creation comes to be seen as existing autonomously in such way that it 

becomes possible to be indifferent between finite and infinite being. How did 

this come about? 

Univocity of Being and the creation of secular space 

In the generation following Aquinas, his analogical understanding of the rela

tion between God and creation was radically recast. Radical Orthodoxy, follow

ing the lead of numerous prominent scholars of mediaeval theology and 

philosophy, has seen the work of John Duns Scotus (c.1265-1308) as of par

ticular - although by no means exclusive - importance. Scotus ushered in two 

important moves away from the Neoplatonic-Aristotelian consensus: the uni

vocity of being and an understanding of knowledge as representation. I will 

address these briefly in turn. 

As we have seen, for Aquinas there is no abstract 'being' separate frorn God; 

the divine is ipsum esse, or 'being itself'. In God, being and existence wholly 

coincide and hence God is known as one and therefore simple. Created being, 

or esse commune ('being in common') is composed in the sense that essence 

does not coincide with existence; any creature might not be, and thus essence 

(what something is) and existence (that something is) are not one but 'mixed'. 

Created being exists analogically because being is predicated primarily of God 

(God is being) and is attributed to creatures by participation. There are myriad 

implications of this understanding of the relation between finite and infinite 

which will be explored later in this Reader. For now it is important to note that 

'being' is not an abstract concept common to creator and creature. Rather, 
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insofar as all creatures 'are' because they participate in  being itself (esse 

ipsum), creatures are known pre-eminently as they exist in the divine logos, 

This metaphysics of participation is radically re-thought by Scotus in a highly 

complex fashion, To put things very simply, Scotus conceives God and crea

tures as falling under a common concept of 'being', This 'being' applies to 

finite and infinite in the same way, hence Scotus calls this concept univocal 

between God and creatures, For Aquinas, God and creatures are sheerly 

different (the former being 'self-subsistent being', the latter sharing myster

iously in that being by 'participation'), this later becoming known as 'the onto

logical difference'. For Scotus, on the other hand, this 'difference' between 

finite and infinite is rethought. God now has a more intense and infinite being 

which is possessed to a lesser extent, but in essentially the same way, by 

creatures. 

Why does this matter? Imagine that, as a creature, you wish to 'ascend' to 

God. Commencing from finite creaturely being, you begin to traverse the 

'space' between creaturely, finite being and infinite divine being. If God's being 

is now understood as infinitely greater than creaturely being but essentially the 

same, that space between God and creatures will itself be infinitely great. Can 

one traverse that infinite space between God and creatures? No, because no 

matter how far one travels, there will still be an infinite distance to traverse. 

Paradoxically, whereas we might think that placing God and creation under a 

single univocal concept called 'being' might make God less 'other' or less 

'distant', the opposite occurs. An infinite quantitative 'sea of sameness' (that 

is, univocal being) is established between God and creation. The consequence 

of this shift in the doctrine of God is that God becomes a distant object who 

can only be the focus of a superstitious faith which is separate from reason. 

The interpretation of Scotus on this point is controversial and complex, and 

the essay by Catherine Pickstock in this volume seeks to do justice to this 

complexity (see Chapter 4). Even where commentators nuance Scotus's posi

tion and articulate his reasons for rejecting the metaphysics of participation 

and analogy of attribution in favour of some form of univocity, the valuation of 

this shift varies enormously. For Radical Orthodoxy, Scotus's work marks a 

crucial staging post in the move towards what is often referred to as 'the 

bracketing' of God, which is characteristic of the modern period. Here, the 

question of God and theology becomes marginal ('bracketed') because God is 

understood to lie at the far side of an untraversable infinite sea of being. Thus 

God is distant, and this distance opens up the possibility of a space for which God 

is largely irrelevant. This space is autonomous, self-standing and self-governed. 

This is the invention of the secular. 

At the same time, because God is understood univocally as 'good' or 'just' in 

the same way as you or I might be 'good' or 'just', only infinitely more so, God 
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comes to be understood in anthropomorphic terms as rather like an infinitely 

large person, a cause alongSide other causes in the universe, or an object 

amongst other objects in the field of our attention. This is the God of modem 

theology and philosophy. It is the contention of Radical Orthodoxy that the God 

in whom people do not believe today is this God of modernity, not the God of 

orthodox, pre-modern Christian theology.40 

Another aspect of Scotus's thought which is rather less controversial 

amongst commentators concerns knowledge as representation. To what does 

this refer? For those prior to the fourteenth century who lie within the broad 

tradition of Christian Platonism, knowledge is understood in a particular way in 

terms of abstraction. For example, as I know a tree it is clear that the matter of 

the tree cannot enter my mind. However, my mind can abstract the form of the 

tree. The tree, as it were, 'repeats itself in my intellect. My intellective soul in 

turn refers this abstraction to the Form or Idea of 'tree' - namely, what a tree 

truly is in the mind of God." Thus I know the particular object in front of me as 

a tree and not a boat, and as a certain tree of particular beauty. The crucial 

point in this rather strange understanding of knowledge is that the form of the 

tree really does enter the intellect of the knower, and thus knowing the tree is 

as much an aspect of the life of the tree as it is of the knower. Moreover, my 

knowledge of the tree is not just a representation of the tree; it really is the 

form of the tree. 

For Scotus - and few would claim that this is not an important element in his 

thought - knowledge is understood in terms of representation. My knowledge 

of a tree is rather akin to my mind taking a snapshot of the tree as if my mind 

were a camera. So what I know is not the tree itself, but only a representation 

of the tree. This is significant for two reasons. First, representations can be the 

cause of mistrust. In other words, my representational knowledge of the tree 

can be called into doubt because it is only a representation - a picture or 

snapshot, if you like. Understood in this way, the knowledge which comes from 

our senses can be the object of suspicion and doubt, and hence knowledge as 

representation is often regarded as the beginnings of a peculiarly modern form 

of scepticism. A corollary of this provides the second reason why knowledge as 

representation in Scotus is important. Because knowledge is now somewhat 

problematiC, the focus for philosophy shifts from what we know (in which 

ontology (the what) and epistemology (the knowledge) are intertwined) to how 

we know what we know. This therefore marks the invention of an autonomous 

and particular variant of philosophy which has become of almost exclusive 

concern in the modern period, namely epistemology - the study of how we 

know what we know. It also marks the point at which we can know things 

without what Catherine Pickstock calls 'real ontological elevation'. Under the 

Platonic scheme outlined above, created beings are known by reference to the 
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divine - that is, fundamentally, theologically through 'elevation' towards parti

cipation in God's own knowledge. With knowledge understood as representa

tion (as Milbank makes clear in Chapter 1). created beings are known without 

reference to God and simply are as they appear to be to us. in our representa

tion of them (this being the beginning of the long road to the modern philoso

phies of thinkers as diverse as Kant and Locke). We do not know things in 

themselves (however falteringly or partially), but only representations of those 

things. What we see of creation is rather like flicking through a family album of 

holiday snapshots rather than being on holiday in person. 

Radical Orthodoxy therefore contends that the invention of the secular -

namely, a space understood as autonomous from the transcendent. and sub

ject matters which make no reference (or idolatrous reference) to the trans

cendent - begins with theological shifts many centuries ago and cannot be 

accounted for in terms of bald human progress or the dismantling of religion by 

the force of a new science or rationality. Moreover. because the secular - in 

particular. modern philosophy understood as metaphysics which prioritizes being 

as indifferent as between finite and infinite - finds its genesis in theological 

shifts. it cannot diagnose either the nature of its own beginnings or the solu

tion to its own problems. Hence. as Milbank so provocatively claims. 'only theol

ogy overcomes metaphysics' .42 Does this therefore suggest a nostalgiC return 

to the theology and politics of the high middle ages? No. Rather. Radical 

Orthodoxy. in being another movement of ressourcement. argues that the riches 

of the orthodox Christian tradition of faith and reason, theology and philosophy. 

can be deployed not only as a possible solution to the problems of late mod

ernity. but as the only solution. That application will provoke some very radical 

conclusions concerning the signs of our times and the renewal of society. 

This introduction is very far indeed from a complete characterization of Radical 

Orthodoxy. The texts of this Reader seek to demonstrate the variety of ways in 

which the riches of Christian orthodoxy are brought to bear on the problems of 

late modernity in radical ways. For example, we will see in many of the contribu

tions to this volume the narrative and Christological understanding of truth 

which are equally definitive of Radical Orthodoxy. as well as the ways in which 

Radical Orthodoxy regards our condition of late modernity as an opportunity to 

think again about the possibility of a genuinely Christian imagination. 
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